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ABSTRACT
This paper outlines the development of an exciting'

set of changes going,on in the field of linguistics at the present
time. Prom studies of the ethnography of communication, generative
semantics, variation theory, and pidgins and creoles has come a
convergence of interests which highlights the concept of gradatum
(ratherthan continuum) in language. This concept is considered in
tho light of three espectl--stigmatization, faVoring, and
hypercorrection--which have clear bearing on first and second
language learning and teaching. It is pointed out that a number of
complex issues are involiud, including context, settingo'intention,
presupposition, and variability and that decisions concerning
bilingual education must be seen in relation to a larger number of
questions than have generally been acknovledged.in the Wt. It is
also noted that speakers .say deliberately select forms Which' have not
been traditionally valued by the classroom. Lastly, it argued that,
the unintentional selection of stigmatized features of lenguageAs a
relatively untapped area for learning about language learning and
that the time has come to develop a sophisticated program of language
learning which utilizes the predictable stages (including errors) in
the acquisition of desired language forms. (Author/13)
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THE CONCEPT OF GRADATUM IN LANGUAGE LEARNING

Roger W. Shuy
Georgetown University
American Psychological Association
Montreal, 1973

A great many famous separations in history have developed into
troublesome paradoxes. The presumed separation of church and state
has never been cleansed of its internal difficulties and the separation of
executive and legislative power, derived from the writings of Locke and
Montesquieu, has proved more than wearisome to the Nixon administra-
tion. In linguistics, the separation of language from the realistic context
in which it is used has been equally difficult and every effort to preserve
this separation has, in recent years, met with increasing disfavor. The

view of linguistics which excludes the variational and functional aspects of
language from formal linguistic analysis and describes such characteristics
as trivial, mere performance, or relegates them to the.semantin compo-
nent is finding disfavor at a rapid pace. C. -J. Bailey has used Ferdinand
de Saussure's term static to refer to the frameworks of both structural
and transformational linguistics (1973). By this term, he refers to the
exclusion of variation of any sort, including time, function, 8.6cio-econo-
mic status, sex and ethnicity, from the purview of formal linguistic analy-
sis. Thus, when Noam Chomsky states, "Linguistic theory is concerned
primarily with an ideal speaker-listener, in a completely homogeneous
speech-community, who knows its language perfectly and is unaffected by

performance variations" (Chomsky 1965:4), he is illustrating the static
view of language quite succinctly. Thus linguists more or less abdicated
any responsibility for studying many of the interesting things about lan-
guage--the dynamic aspects --in a vain effort to be "purely linguistic",
whatever that might mean.
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One clear separation which has been vigorously maintained in
linguistics over the years is the separation between synchronic and dia-
chronic studies. Such a notion dates back many years in the field but IS
perhaps most notably stated by Bernard Bloch when he attempted to de-
fine the goal of phonological analysis as the study of ". . . the totality
of the possible utterances of one speaker at one time in using a language
to interact with one other speaker. . . (Bloch 1948:73. Such a theory
would seem to imply that a speaker's phonological system is somehow
cut off from the developments which gave it life. If, on the other hand,
one were to view life as constant movement, one might also hypothesize
that language is in equally constant movement in its futile effort to catch
up with life. That is, life keeps moving away from language's attempts
at freezing it long enough to interact with it.

Thus, the period which we might call structuralist was actually
no different from the following transformationalist era with respect to
the adherence to the study of static rather than dynamic language. But

by the late sixties some fascinating new developments were taking place
in several fields at the same time.

Led by William Labov, a group of scholars interested in varia-
tion in American English began to discover some new dimensions of
systematic variation. 1 Past studies in American dialectology has de-
scribed wide-meshed variation but had not accounted for it systematically.
Using techniques borrowed largely from sociology, anthropology and
psychology, Labov clearly demonstrated that ideolects lack the systema-
ticity to be found in the grammar of a speech community and that gradient
analysis yielded drastically different results from that provided by binary
oppositions. Thus it became important to know not just whether or not
a speaker produced a given sound or grammatical structure but the cir-
cumstances under which that form was produced (linguistic and psycho-
sociological) as well as the frequency of occurrence of that form in rela-
tionship to consistent, comparable measures. Not all such scholars
agreed with each other on the exact nature of this gradience, but the
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excitement generated by the notion guickly led to an alignment with creole
scholars such as William Stewart, who in 1964 presented his formulation
of a continuum with an acrolect at one end and a basilect at the other (Stew-
art 1964:10-18). By this Stewart meant to indicate that speech communities
could be plotted on a broad continuum rather than at artificial polarities
such as standard or non-standard per se. Creolists had long argued that
pidgins and creoles, languages which are under construction and are there.
fore dynamic, offered the best opportunity to see how language actually
works.

At about the same time, the merging concerns of variationists
and creolists were joined by a group of transformationalists who were be-
coming disenchanted, among other things, by the static nature of their
premises. James Mc Cawley, Paul Postal, Robin and George Lakoff,
Charles Fillmore, John Ross and others began to raise objections against
transformational syntax, noting its inability to accommodate real language,
its failure to take into account that language is used by human beings to
communicate in a social context and its claim that syntax can be:separated
from semantics. 2 These scholars, who are now referred to as generative
semanticists, see variation as heavily involved in grammar whenever the
social context of a discourse changes. One might dismiss the sentence,
"Ernie thinks with a fork", as ungrammatical unless one 1.new that such
a sentence is a response to the question, "How do you eat potatoes?".
In her work on politeness, Robin Lakoff demonstrates the importance
of context when she notes that when one .addresses a child, "You may do

so-and-so" it is politer than "You must do so-and so". But, in address-
ing a dignitary at a party, the hostess who says "You must have a piece
of cake" is politer than one who says, "You may have a piece of cake"
(Lakoff 19'72:907-927).

All of this recent emphasis on social context by variationists,
creolists and gefterative semanticists was, of course, old hat to ethno-
graphers of communication. Dell Hymes had been arguing for a realistic

description of language for many years, observing that institutions, set-
t



tings, scenes, activities and various sociocultural realities give order to
such analysis. 3 An ethnographic approach to speech requires that the
analyst have information about the relative statuses of the interlocutors,
the setting of the speech act, the message, the code (including gestures),
the situation, the topic, the focus and the presuppositions that are paired
with sentences. At long last, the ethnographers of communication are
beginning to get some help from linguists with other primary specializa-
tions. The upshot of all of this ferment within the past few years has
been an almost ertirely new set of attitudes within the field of linguistics,
It is difficult to describe linguistics at any point in its history as being
settled with an orthodoxy but some broad, general movements can be
discerned with hindsight. In the forties and fifties we saw a structuralist
emphasis, with a focus on phonology, a concern for the word and a philo
sophical framework which was positivistic and empirical. In the sixties we
witnessed the transformationalist era, with a focus on syntax, a concern
for the sentence and a philosophical framework which was rationalistic or
idealistic, with innate knowledge and intuition playing a prominent role in
analysis.

As C. -J. Bailey (1973) points out, in the seventies we are now en-
tering a now period with an emphasis, on discourse and a philosophical frame-
work which is dynamic rather than idiolectal, He refers to it as the lectola-,
gical epoch. It is characterized, of course, by the concerns noted above by
the variationists, ethnographers, generative semanticists and °realists. Of

particular concern to the interests of language learning is the underlying prin,
ciple of the gradatum. Like many such principles, it is patently obvious when
noticed yet conspicuously absent from the history of language teaching. There
are several factors which interfere with its development and maintenance in the
schools and a set of rather clear steps to be taken if we are to develop a

socially relevant linguistics of bilingualism in our time.
We have already shown that for any interest in realistic language

to develop in linguistics it was apparently necessary to become frustrated
with the failures of the static approach. This is certainly not to say that
nothing good has come from either of the recently prominent static models,
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st .uctural or transformational. On the contrary, we owL, a great deal
to the past for the accomplishments of current linguistics clearly build
on the cumulative knowledge of preceding generations. A first break
is one which the plus or minus nature of the analysis is subject to ques-
tio. Traditionalists spoke in terms of correct or incorrect and the
structuralists objected. Structuralists spoke in terms of observed and
unobserved utterances and transformationalists objected. Transforma-
ti9nalists spoke in terms of grammatical or ungrammatical and, after
a respectable period of mystified awe, practically everybody objected,
citing examples of their own grammatical or ungrammatical sentences
a.; evidence or retreating to the safe label of "in my dialect". Looking

back, we can see that some things are neither correct nor incorrect but,
rather, sort of correct or sort of incorrect. Likewise, some observed
sentences may be performance errors and the reason why some sen-
tences are unobserved is simply that you haven't asked the right question
or listened long enough. Moreover, sentences are neither clearly gram-
matical nor ungrammatical unless a well-defined context is presented.
Even then, the terms may be difficult if not impossible to press into ser-
vice.

As noted earlier, Stewart hinted at such a gradatum in 1964 when

he established the acrolect W basilect continuum, More recently, the
term gradatum has been used to replace continuum to avoid the implica-
tion (from mathematics) that there is a finite number of steps apparent
firm one end to the other. The term gradatum suggests a slide rather
than a stair-step, an image which is more in keeping with the way the
language situation really is. Other recent evidences of the gradience
principle can be seen in various papers presented at the Eighth Regional
Meeting of the Chicago Linguistic Society in 1972. John Ross' paper (1972:
316-328) demonstrated that even concepts such as noun are not fixed but

involve degrees of "nouniness". At the same conference George Lakoff

(1972:183-228) observed that "flizzy" semantic concepts involve patterned

gradience.
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Since recent developments in linguistics have been so intimately
involved in variability and realistic language in the framework of a grada-
tum, it would seem reasonable to examine the usefulness of this concept
with regard to language learning. As is often the case, personal experi-
ence provides a good first example. When I was in college I had a part-
time job in a wholesale grocery warehouse loading and unloading trucks
and boxcars. My fellow teamsters knew that I was a college kiablit also
expected me to be one of them in some sense of the word. AS a native
speaker of their local version of non-standard English, I found it possible
to use the locally acceptable "I seen him when he done it" forms but their
linguistic expectations of a college kid made them suspicious of me every
time I tried. Years ago the novelist Thomas Wolfe wrote a book called
You Can't Go Horns,- Again. His thesis was that people are the products
of their changing environment and that this changing environment includes
the changing expectations of others. Translated to our situation this means
that no matter how uneducated a personio parents may be, they expect
their child to speak something other than the non-standard English they
grew up with. The child who is sensitive to his parents' wishes may
respond by rattling off a locution that appears to be within the range of
his parents' expectations. On the other hand, some situations may require
him to not deny his heritage but to not appear uppity either. Precious few
linguistic situations will require him to preserve his non-standard dialect
exactly the way it was before he was educated and elevated to some other
level of expectation by those who love him. The following sentences may
serve as illustrations of some of the points on such a gradatum:

1. Hey! Don't bring no more a dem crates over here!
2. Hey! Don't bring no more a dose crates over here!
3. Hey! Don't bring no more a those crates over here!
4. Hey! Don't bring any more of those crates over here!
5. Please don't bring any more of those crates over here.
6. Gentlemen, will you kindly desist in your conveying those

containers in this general direction?
Number 6 is surely undesireable in most communications and it is included
only to extend the limits of the gradatum as far as can be imagined, Most
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of the adjustments that an educated speaker makes to his audience are
found in various modifications of numbers 3, 4, and 5. Most certainly,
there are few opportunities for him to go home to the non-standardness
of numbers 1 or-2. Those who know him will think he is patronizing
them or, worse yet, making fun of them. Consequently, what the speaker
does is to make subtle adjustments in his vocabulary, grammar and pho-
nology depending on the informality of the situation, the audience and the
topic. The safest move is to standardize the grammar, since grammar
is the most stigmatizing aspect of American 'Social dialects, while
occasionally preserving a few of the less stigmatizing pronunciations
and leaving in some flavor of the lexicon. This is a highly subtle and
complicated linguistic maneuver whiCh can hardly be oversimplified or
underestimated.

Since language learning is frequently seen in the context of the
school, it would be well for us to try to conceive of the types of interference
such a gradatum might offer to the average classroom.

The most obvious handicap to developing the totion of gradate= in
language learning in the schools comes from a deeply entrenched educational
dictum in which it is felt that right is right and wrong is wrong and that
there are no such things as degrees of rightness or degrees of wrongness.
A second and equally deep-seated dictum is that it is good to be right and
bad to be wrong. In no way should it be implied that the specific gradatum
given as example above is meant to be a right,to wrong slide. Each item
of the gradatum has the potential for appropriateness and accuracy if the
proper setting, topic and person is discovered. But the schools would be
likely to take it as a right-wrong series with a sharp line between numbers
3 and 4 with mo...n facing one direction and Liii3t facing the other. Likewise,

all of the /Lishts would be considered good and all of the yyLotgt s would be

thought bad. What such an oversimplification denies, of course, are the
following things:

1. That language use is more complex than any presupposed con-
text or pseudo-moral code will permit.

2. That users of language may intentionally select so-called
stigmatized constructions.
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3. That users of language may unintentionally select so-called
constructions which, having been used, provide clear evi-
dence of their having learned part of the pattern though not
all of it.

The coinplexit thessaciatum.
It has been argued by linguists that people tend to be unable to per-

cei-re the fact that they are, using language as they use it. One might ask,

for example, if the fish see the water in which they are swimming. Much

rather clear evidence seems to indicate that users of language Pr' fairly
unaware of how it is they are giving themselves away as they speak. Studios

of social stratification using only language data may well be the most accurate
indices of socio- economic status yet devised. Since people have such a hard
time seeing the language they and others use (for they are, after all, concen-
trating on understanding it, not analyzing it), they remain relatively naive
about the subtle r!o rnple xit i e s they are able to engineer in using it. Con-

trastive norms in language production and in subjective reactions to language
are a clear case in point. Many New Yorkers and Detroiters, for example,
will realize a high frequency of a'stigmatized feature in their own speech
despite the fact that they can clearly recognize that same feature as stig-
matized in the speech of others. 4

Many aspects of the complexity of the language gradatum may be

observed in the bilingual setting. For example, if one is attempting to
teach Spanish to Anglos in the Southwest while English is being introduced

to Mexican-American children, what type of Spanish should be selected?
An obvious response has been, "Why the best Spanish, of core". Such
a statement implies that Castillian Spanish is better than thatf the local
variety, an observation which may be true in some places but may well be
false in San Antonio, Other questions must be considered, the most im-
portant of which is, "'Why is Spanish being taught?". If the answer is so
that the children may share in each other's communication channels and
cultures, then it seems obvious that the local version of Spanish is by far
the richer version and the one to teach. Such a decision, of course, goes
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against the schools' polarity orientation of right or wrong and argues against
presupposing a single context for all language judgments.

On the other hand, recent research by R. C. Gardner and Wallace
Lambert (1973) reveall that the mere presence of a community of native
French speakers in Maine and Louisiapa is not enough to motivate mono-
lingual English speakers to learn French. A complex set of variables
seem to be at work, not the least of which is the prestige commanded by
the local French speaking community. If the French speakers are held in
low esteem, there is little motivation for learning the language, In con-
trast, the primary motivation for learning French in Hartford, Connecticut
where no discernible French speaking community exists, seems to corre-
late strongly with the learner's willingness to abandon his American identity
in an almost unpatriotic. fashion and associate himself with France (not
French, Canada or Louisiana).

In addition to the complexitieo growing out of community deaision-
making, context-orientation, prf.supposition and general variability, one more

ntp, P p PpcS' 4t3,,

area of complexity to which linguists have only recently attended is quanti.
tative variability, As odd as it now may sound, it has not been the practice
of linguists to note the frequency of occurrence of a given variable feature
until very, very recently. An amusing, internal argument is still going on
between linguists who understand this principle and those who do not. It

is said, for example, that copula deletion is a characteristic of Vernacular
Black English as it is spoken in New York, Washington, D. C. and Detroit.
Certain linguists violently object to this idea, noting that Southern Whites
also say "He here" or "You gonna do it". And, of course, they are quite
correct. What, they fail to see, however, is that those who posit copula
deletion-as a characteristic of Vernacular Black 4nglish are-not comparing
Southern Whites tp Northern Blacks- but are; quite the contrary, -concerned
abOut'What is conSidered-Vernacular specific Veithbin
donitxts;2-11)t even there,-- 61:that:c1t414001603/4 deli*
every eoptiiic-' In fact, the frequency of beetairenee-'et that'dele4onitrOifies
-quitii-'nieetiao-der4ing to tleotpeeeonemie status. not ory
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Standard English speaker realizes every copula in his speech, although the
frequency of occurrence is probably very high. An even clearer case is
that of multiple negation which is also said to characterize Vernacular Black.
English, even though it is quite clear that many whites also use the form
regularly. What, then, can it mean to call it Vernacular Black English?
Simply that it is consistently found to occur in the continuous, natural
speech of Blacks at a much higher frequency than it occurs in the speech
of whites from the same communities and of the same socio-economic
status. Strangely enough, this sort of finding is still rather new in lin-
guistics and, to some linguists, quite heretical.

It will not be our purpose here to further detail the amazing com-
plexities of various language gradatums. Earlier noted the interest with

which the topic is now being pursued by linguists, sociologists, anthropo-
logists and psychologists, particularly in the areas of variation theory in
which for the first time variable rules have been developed to make pos-
sible the formalization of systematic variation; in creole studies, in which
1t is becoming clear that new nodes of language family trees represent more
than one parent; in studies of the ethnography of Communication, in which
the functions of language have long been championed; and in generative se-
mantics, in which the static bonds of transformationalism have been re-
cently cuts allowing for studies of gradience, implicational ordering of rules
and many other new approaches.

-The deliberate seleetion of stigmatized forms.
Once we,dispose of the notion of the right-wrong polarity evaltia-

Lion and conceive of language as a gradatuntwhieh operates in realistic
c'oritexte; the possibility of soleetidnal options beeomee meaningful, Tt is

example, that a sisoaker out` °br a number oi~ 09.010.40

lei

__0(144.414151#4#iii0.42-.6:011*03.01(1150
laivws4o-Mtefillie fie aretatuili;" but several ebtatiOteti-a

louglfa atiV -0 trOffta avetiqe`eoffiiluiset:tetep(iroti.,



For example; I can ClealAy-remember that as a child in a blue-
,

collar industrial- community, certain language restrictions Were opera -
tional among pre-adolesdent boysi- To-be an acceptable member of the
-peer group it was necessary to learn and-to execntiapprOpriatt_.rnlee far--
MaAing;rnaseulinity;! _if a boy happened to be-Ole t6141ieift:.bOy

he had few worries for-Whatever elle ile'd14 iffiRita:boitfept:*fwo fapt1

41'0 -were not the' totiiheet.coilld

rinmbef,of_WaYS, May of which a re _We'll- redegnizedirOtiii4till*,
osp:,ot tistighlnguage0,esi)eiclaily:aweai'ing; and'
smoking, were sometimes -effedtive means of obtaining
,LikeWise( if a boy-were a good athlete, he could- easily etiitabliah'hiniOlf*
aslinascuAlne (in our society thiS:waS truefonlYfoit:10iball;60ketball
and baSeball and not for sport such as- swimming,.; 80der: or;:otinit00:',.

=

the other hand, a boy Could' clearly obtain-negative-004 6y:`aiitog
s-exelbject relationship with wgirl, by liking his brgaYing:eiSrTOP'
musical:: instruments (08116614W Pi/.40 and,iiieun)` end-)5Y-0u0041i'411
inff t;ci`-,tle-,:inteiligent in:the -oliiesieern, litter**41,81-01dhi18.-
interest ,us here:Sin Oe-the °Major instrument

'--aPP4rante'o'f intelligenbe was his use?of oral=langua In erne t, rig y

enough,ugh, -What ene'did with 'written language'seemed -leStj''eScial4
as it remained a private communication between tsaeheti-and `student.
That is, -a boy could be as smart as:he wanted to on a teat an esPaY'a0.
long as-the written document did not becomo'f)nbilo (1.:=6.-becerneditiplayed
on the bulletin boad).

Thus two Strategies lot, reasonably intelligent malee in'this
were 'as follows: _

if
0. c y ICisuOty

toot,

1.04Onfa 'tt
'06., in earl eleMe_



-possible and wrong as seldom as possible. One way to prevent

being criticized by the teacher is to keep one's mouth shut.
By pre-adolescence, The male's strategy for keePing_his',mouth
shut grows out of a complex set of pressures stemmlng from
stereotyped expectations of masculine behavior (i, e. boys
are less articulate than girls and less interested in school)
and the inherent dangers of appearing unmasculine to one's
peers.

. If rouwgive the 2101. .1 e 2 counteract the123-
our l._esponse with stigmatized lar24Lfa_ia e. It is this

strategy which boys who are to survive the education process` in
certain speech communities must certainly master._ Those who
only keep their mouths shut tend to drop out ultimately for What-
ever reasons. But males who learn to adjust to the conflicting
pressures of school and peer pressure are those who have
learned to handle the sociolinguistic gradatum effectively. In

the proper context and with proper timing, an-intelligent Male
can learn how to give the answer that the- teacher wants in'eUeh

a way that his' peers will not think him a Sissy. In :English 014es

he will learn how to produce_the accepted forms with the-40410
nuances of intonation and kinesics which-sigrialita:his peerS' that

rathei, than copping out, he is merely _playing tlielame, humor-
.

ing the EngliSh,teacher along. If he appears to be sufficiently
bored, he can be allowed to-titter the correct_ response. If he

stresses the sentence improperly, he can be spared the criti-
cism of selecting the accurate verb' form. --The six stage gra-

,

datumneted earlier in fhi pa r is:a gross ei5iarn5lti.,if-itiot641

-choices- available fri'stieh'e;'eitifatfon. = It Is teriftAttig t6-fiE:t4te

select infAtigthitizeillIngtiage-Airitt6 ::vii:cipitWoia

.-20164ifibriish
_ - rsoi tio`ris,

`0 4:416Ititibli- teerktatof --Ost
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entire life in a middle-class, Standard English speaking en-
vironment but it is only since he began playing on a football
team that he has developed a small number of non-standard
English features. The production of those features, which-
include multiple negation and d for th in words like_
and theMe is situationally confined to the present or,abstraCt
conditten of football. He appears,to use the StanclaH English
equivalents in all non-football contexts. -(loser observation-
seems to indicate that not all members Otthe_feetbail team
feel the same requirement. It would seem, in feet, that
there are different pressures' for different roles. My son is
a defensive taCkle,_ a poSition which seems to require the

'characteristics of an agressive ape.- Thus, apprentibe apes
must do everything PoSsilile to establishithis-condltion,
is interesting to observe that pressure to ,Seleet nen-StanCiard
forms seems less evident'ainent qUarterbaiSki*tia

A second recent`obserVation has te-do.Witlf-tfiCdfag-
nosis of reading problems-In an-affluent_ WaatOgttin4 =:151.2d;

suburb. A well meaning third grade.teaCher h:as'Cliagnosed -One':

boy's reading problem as one of "small:inns:0e rribter boorciirti-
tion" and she suggested that the parints_ send -IiiriCto a,nenroie.
gist at once, His father, _a physician, objected -strenuously
muttering something about teachers practicing medicine-with-
out a license. Since I knew the family,' I Ni48'08kCid to help

discover the child's real problem._ After a quick and dirty
exarnination-in which the boy evidenced little 'or no-problern
with-dece'ding or comprehending material'Which 'watt; unkriOWn,-
to hftn, the only pre'lleni I discovered hit:1140dr*,
was rtionotottot,W sehoO1l,Slerirnit1616-6,' =

he-did '''net: 1)464 with "expreiSekiriic

Treypa1641itiit-boys firm ere tid =1vith"ekti4110

*W11, tliArefb



dIrty fingernails. Why didn't this boy read with expres-
sion? My hypothesis is that he considers it sissy. Thtt3__,
boy is the smallest male in his class and he is-using every
means possible to establish his masculinity. %In athletics
what he-lacks -in skill he more than makes up for with
careless abandon. His'Afoice is coarse,' His demes.nor
is tough. lie swears regularly, And so on. It 'Would be-

hoove 'the schools to do several thingti here.- One might

question the usefulness of reading with expression at all,
but teachers should certainly be able to distinguish this
presumed problem from other types of reading problems,
particularly neurological ones. But this seems to be
evidence of the same sort of pressure, this time in a mid-
dle-class community, which pits school norms agtiinst
peer norms to the extent that the-child is willing to de-
liberately select the non - standard forms,

The unintentional selection of sti 'matized lan aa e which evidences ositive

e

One type of unintentional selection of stigmatfzed language' in-;
volves'the use of hypercorrections, a term linguists use to:re,fer to
incorrect Overgeneralization from already learned forms: Several years
ago I notieed'sueli a pattern in the develOPment',of my younger-swittlise
of -en participles.- -Suddenly he 'seenled to be-uSitigihe:infleetiorkal'-ti
in all -Pattie foie' siotti such as 'have-thoughtent,' lhaVO sendet0- and shave
-playenti 1*--firitt-yeadtion wai:te-drill:-.aoidon'the"'propir-fOrM bUtsx
tiOoK re al Wet that4t e' ves' actually Vid e no i tWate ilese-o f a newly 404
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a humorous combination such as "prosecuting eternity". Grammatical
hypercorrection yields equally pseudo-elegances such as "between you
and I". In terms of how misconceptions about judgments about a

speaker's intelligence, -hypercorrections in vocabulary, -pionunciation
and. grammar' pose an interesting problem which illistrates clearly
the need to see language in a realistic social and psychological -cones
text, trypercorrections, when detected, can count doulIO or -more In

`, degree of Undetected; it is-unlikely to be-,favOre'd;

mote than neutral. Thus, when ptcip16 make' jUdgnients- abo4 the, lah
guage used by a speakerk.There are at least, three areas of Juditnieit',-
involved: _,stigmatization, favOring and-hypercorrection, 'Detected
hypercorrection probably runs the greateSt risk- of-negative-social
stigmatization. -Oddly enough`, vocabulary hypercorrectioif(Mala-
proPism) is probably the most highly 'stigteatU'ed,,
nunciation hypercorrection (the pfiiiedd;-elegance-7-61%

example) and list by 'graMMatical'hypercorrection t--(0

-You and Stigmatizatioil

features-most-titigMatized (at-least in America),' folloVitkiby--;PhenO4

logi6al andlastly by vocabulary, This process -off fav'Oring

relativelysunknown, -and'it is diffieult to tell 'whether voe-ailulary or
-grammar is the most favored Condition. Clearly pronundiatiOik is the

weakest tool for_ favoring in_o-tir cultUre. Within each iiriguiE06 otife-

gory (pronunciitipn, granimar and vocabulary); individual features can
be placed and 'rank ordered,' although the exact nature Of this' ordering

is not totally known at this time.,
but even data froii-hypereorrectioncan be misleading in'any

to 'make' judgments' abOfit' intelligence batiedt on lio4otige

ilesearCh ---eiiitt-10figtiate 0,1*gu-.
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regular (weak) forms correctly - -,like 'walked', Ihelnedi and so on--and
that they then overextend this rule to the strong verbs. In actuality, how.
ever, the'situation is different. In all of the cases which haVe-been
studied, the earliest, past tenses are the correct firms of irregular,
verbs 'came', 'broke', -'went' and '86- on. -ApparentlY thesirregUlar
verbs in the past tenseWhich are the more 'frequently Used-Past tense.-
forms in adult speech -mare learned as,geparate vocabulary items at a-
very early age. .Subsequently, as soon as "the 'child learns only one or
-two- regular past tense 'forms, he replaces the correct irregular past
tense forms with the incorrect overgeneralizations from the-regUlarlorrna.-
Thus, children actually say 'it came off', lit broke offtand'ihe did it' be.7
fore they say 'it corned off', 'it breaked' and 'he doed it',_ The crucial
point here

I
is that the irregular verbs, _though they are-frequent, are

each unique-.they do not follow a pattern, and evidently it is_patterns to
which children are sensitive.

The 4011601g have not generally taken advantage of this sort of
overregularization either as an indication'-of an acquired stagslin'the
development of acceptable schcol English or as i'positivelridictitterf that
the speaker actually knows something in order to prOduce-itiCh
The usual schOOl-attitUde or correct or incorrect polarity toWad-eiror-r
making Often discourages such insights.- Mistake,making-is seldom value()
in the-schools, and teachers soon learn to'correCt any errors that their
-children may make, This is- incredibly short sighted,- eince-tiOtTallerrors
are'alike -and many evidence more -creatiVitY-and-cOgnitiVe ability_ than

the presumed correpcones. My son evidenced stieli-creatiiiity,once When,.
asked,where Australia ftillikoi:e; 10-Voliclered

4tAbe',0-6IntryNta-0 settled by 'prisoptik who 1#00i,jattitititOck'll. , the =
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say, "If you'll tell me how tall your building is, I'll give you a barometer".
Children experiment with language-in much the same way. They try new
Combinations, they hypercorrect, they regularize irregular verbs and
many other creative and highly cognitive schemes. Perhaps the schools
would do well to recognize different types of errors for what they fre-
quently area- evidence of high Intelligence. In ar& case; it:shoUld be clear
that hypercorrection may well be stiginjatiziiiTh ire"' while

of creativity, intelligence or the:natural-delopmental piobess in'anOtherj
A second type of the unintentional selectidnOfiotignlatized lan-

guage which evidences actual'I;rogrees;along a gradatum of langdage learn
ing can be-found in the bilingual context. The gradatum of an English mono
lingual who is learning French may be schematized as follows:

1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 '9 10

English
-4 -4 V -4 -4 -4 4

iIttiefeet"
rench

Let Is be observed, first of all, that- the.nuMbe'r of stages is infinite
and most certainly not ten.:', This is only meant to be'sUggeetive tit the
slide-from one end to the other. Of particular importance` above 100--
not one of the numbered stages is-totally French but that number nine:10-
much closer than number five. It is quite likely that the errors -made
at stage one are of a different order of predictability than those of
stage ten. It has been hypothesized, in fact, that it is quite-natural
for learners of a language to produce errors of a certain type at one
stage and errors of a different type at another, In fact, evidence of such
errors can be taken-as progress in the acquisitioitof the desired forms. 6
Orie fOligtit-avori speculate' that teaotoigithat6riftla'coCililba-cfavalloOad- which

have `a t it g- o the'Pro4re s ii;e el/04014 litigilagaTeartiOrS
fro -one 'Le Otiliiig) anOtheril

_ - _
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acquisition of French might well be considered desireable checkpoints
along'the gradetum of language learning. Supportive evidence for such

a strategy can be found in the study of pidginization, whiCh displays re-
markable similarity to the stages of second language learning. Likewise,

in-variability studies involving Vernacqler Black English, children who
have deskes as the plural form,of desk evidence clearly-that they are
well along in their development of the standard form desks ;whereas

children who say desses.are considerably less far along.: It appears
that the desses speaker uses the regular English morphonernic plurali-
zation rule and adds -az to hts singular form, doss (bus/bussesrdess/
desses). Those who say deskes have simply caught on to the fact that
there is a consonant cluster at the end bl the word but they have not yet
switched their pluralization rule (words ending in /p, t, k/ take /s/
forms). The weight of the newly acquired consonant cluster pattern seems
to temporarily obscure the grammatical rule, causing a kind of suspen-
sion of disbelief commonly rioted -in learning of many types, Such a stage

does not laSt long and probably does not deserve or require any parti---
cular teaching, Teachers actually should be pleased to4diseoverSuch
form but the state of the art is still not developed enough to take adVan
tage of it.

Summary.

In summary, this paper hay briefly outlined the development of

an exciting set of changes going on in the field of linguistics at the present

time, prom studies of the4 ethnography of communication, generative
semantics; variation theory and pidgins aid-oreOleahas -come a-:Conver=

gente-of not 'ingttvidology) which highlighta;(lie -*id*
tiOaltiiii -,t6=16-104), wato4i0e1,4cftrijiifli0

-6-trtiopo'ispeoti
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seen in relation to a manifestly larger number of questions than we have
generally acknowledged in the ;past. It was also noted that speakers may
deliberately select forms whi§h have not been traditionally valued$y
the classroom and that we *re beginning to determine something of the
structure, value and predictability of these selections. Lastly, we argued
that the unintentional seActierxof stigmatized features of language is a
relatively untapped arena for learning about language learning and that
the time has borne to develop a sophisticated program of language learn-
ing which utilizes the predictable stages (including errors) in the acqui-
sition of desired language forms. Without the concept of the-gradaturn
and a developing concern for how to observe -it, we could progress no
further than we did during the right versus wrong, grammatical Versus
ungrammatical, idealistic and static periods of language study which
have immediatelyNreepeqed us. _



NOTES:

1 See, for example, William Labov, The social motivation of a
sound change, Word 19;273-309 (1963).

2 For an account of the effects of social situation on formal gram-
mar, see Charles Fillmore, A grammarian looks to sociolinguistics in
R. Shuy (ed. ), Sociolinguistics: current trends and prospects, Washing-
ton, D. C. : Georgetown University Press (1973).

3
One might cite many references over a period of time. For

a recent overview, however, see Dell Hymes, The scope of sociolin-
guistics in R. Shuy (ed. ), Sociolinguistics; current trends and prospects,
Washington, D. C.: Georgetown University Press (1973).

4 See, for example, William Labov, The social ,stratification o
English in New York City, Washington, D. C. ; Center for Applied Lin-
guistics (1966).

°See, for example, William Nemser, Approximative Systems of
foreign language learners, International Review of Applied Lineistios
X, 3:116-124 (1971), and Larry SeliWker,_ Interlanguage, Irate iiaticn
Review of Applied Linguistics X.3:209-231 (1972).
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